DM says: Hi Clif!
Bart says: Hello!
Bart says: How are things down under?
DM says: Pretty good. How goes it in the US of A?
Bart says: Lots of sports now.
DM says: Yeah, the cricket season has started down here, which is good.
Nefertari says: hi I sent a message to the group. I won't be on long and I'll be back probably late into the game after I leave...
Bart says: The World Series, NFL, NHL, college football and NBA.
Bart says: Greetings!
Nefertari says: I need an email of what all has happened so far
Nefertari says: plz
DM says: If you go here ..... http://members.iinet.com.au/~jwalker1/summary.htm
DM says: ... you'll see a summary.
Bart says: We took heavy damage fighting skeleton dogs.
DM says: Yeah, last session. (Hi! Megan, by the way!)
DM says: The AFL (Aust rules) and NRL (rugby league) seasons ended here at the end of September.
DM says: Oh, there is a soccor league and but I don't follow that. And there's a national basketball league too, but I don't follow that either.
DM says: I hope the others can play this weekend.
Bart says: I pay close attention to the NFL. Football is wildly popular.
Bart says: I believe every one of the 32 teams games is sold out.
Nefertari says: god... sports -_-u
Bart says: Dianne's father is coming tomorrow for his birthday.
Bart says: She is out shopping right now.
Bart says: The new Dragonlance movie is rated PG-13.
DM says: We're split by footy. Queensland and New South Wales predominantly follow rugby, the other states follow Australian Rules. Although there is AFL teams from QLD and NSW, and the NRL does have a couple of teams outside NSW and QLD, the division is that stark.
Bart says: Taladas has sports.
DM says: Cricket really is our one unifying game (which is also played internationally, which is good).
Bart says: The crowds love the arena.
Bart says: I don't get cricket.
DM says: I love it! I live only 10 minutes walk from Tasmania's international cricket ground.
DM says: It's a small cricket ground by international standards (the Melbourne Cricket Ground holds 100,000). But it's right next to the water. Very pretty.
Nefertari says: baseball game that lasts 5 days....
DM says: Yep, for international "Test" cricket. There are shorter versions. The shortest is "Twenty 20" cricket and that's as short as a baseball game.
Bart says: Jesse, you live in another world.
DM says: Lol. :)
DM says: We'll wait a couple of more minutes in case anyone else shows up and then start while we've got two of you. Hopefully Billy and Craig will come in later.
DM says: Small pic of Bellerive Oval (near where I live): http://www.ccc.tas.gov.au/webdata/resources/images/oval1.jpg
DM says: MCG: http://aus.cricinfo.com/db/PICTURES/CMS/51200/51246.jpg
DM says: (Melbourne Cricket Ground)
DM says: Lastly, a small pic of my favourite ground in Aust. The Adelaide Oval: http://www.cricinfo.com/db/PICTURES/CMS/69000/69085.jpg 
DM says: From the last "Ashes" series (England v Australia).
DM says: Anyway, enuf talking about cricket! You shouldn't have got me started :) Shall we begin?
Nefertari says: sure. but how much can we do?
Bart says: Who is here?
DM says: Well, admittedly, there is only Bart and Nef. But it's up to you. I can press on if you want. It depends on what you want to do.
Bart says: Nef. Shall we return to the island and have another go at the orb?
Nefertari says: uh... I for got so much.... orb?
DM says: You could scout around, you could search for rumours, you could launch another full scale assault etc.
DM says: I'll try and summarise where we're up to.
DM says: You searched a ruin beneath the arena and found an orb. It appeared to be broken and appeared to be some sort of magical recording device.
Nefertari says: ah yes...
DM says: You left it with the gnomish engineer, Thentias, and went to an inn to stay for the evening when you were attacked by skeletons from the ruin.
DM says: Returning to Thentias you took the orb to a merchant of artifacts to see if he could get it working again. Once at the shop belonging to the merchant, called Beda, the orb was stollen by a winged creature.
Nefertari says: is it still lost? and what kind of winged creature? reptile? bird?
DM says: Nef was badly injured in the battle at the store, and remained behind at a small temple, while the others tracked down the creature at an island at the centre of the river. They went there and had a battle with some skeletal dogs.
Bart says: It looked like a small dragon.
DM says: Although they won, Party members were injured and so you retreated back to the temple. That's where we're at ...
Nefertari says: I gotta go =D Nef can talk dragonic
DM says: Gah!
Bart says: Now it's me and you and cricket.
Nefertari says: what?
Bart says: I thought you said you left.
Nefertari says: no
Nefertari says: Nef has to go is what I should have said. gomen nesai
Nefertari says: go and try to talk to it.
DM says: If we're formally 'starting' I can put up the "Last time in Taladas" summary of last session as per usual.
Nefertari says: kk
Nefertari says: ready
DM says: Let me know when it loads and you scanned through it...

The battle commenced with the skeletal dogs lumbering into attack. The first dog prepared to attack the kender, while the other two turned on Bakta [DM]! However, Bart managed to draw the ‘first blood’ when a shot from his stone firing crossbow hit its mark. The creature wobbled for a moment, but kept coming! Bakta then stepped forward with a swing at his attackers but his club wildly missing its mark. With a silent snarl the first skeleton then leapt upon Bart, it’s teeth sinking into soft Kender flesh, as the remaining dogs launched themselves at Bakta! Although the ogre managed to brush aside the first attack, the second creature also bit home!

The battle then took another bad turn when the first skeleton turned it’s attention to Luthien – the creature’s savage attack sending the young half-elven mage to the ground unconscious and bleeding badly! The remaining skeletons once again attacked Bakta and again the ogre was badly wounded. With things looking grim, Alaric [DM] and Bart attacked the first skeleton. Luckily, both of their attacks struck home! The creature, hit by two blows at once, shattered with a large crash that sent its bones splintering across the ruin’s floor!

One of the remaining skeletons, its jaws already dripping with blood, then took another bite at Bakta, but this time its attack failed. The remaining skeleton pressed home its attack on Bart, but it also failed to find flesh. In the confusion, both Bakta’s and Bart’s counter attacks failed. However, as Alaric closed his eyes and began to murmur a glowing arrow appeared beside him and flew across the ruin at the skeletal dog attacking Bart. The arcane arrow crashed into the creature, sending its bones across the stone floor with a clatter! The remaining skeleton once again prepared to attack but a shot from Bart’s hoopai flew home. At first it looked as though the strike had only wounded the skeleton, but as it went to move it collapsed, defeated.

After the battle Bart rushed to Luthien’s side to tend to the unconscious half-elf’s wounds. Realising that you were in no shape for another battle, you decided to make a strategic retreat back to the town to rest and regroup. Returning the temple, you were greeted once again by Kaesh and Alserra who were surprised that you had returned so soon! Alserra administered some kind of draught to Luthien, which revived her a little – although she remained weak. The rest of you also gladly drank some of the soothing broth, which seemed to restore much of your vigour. Exhausted you settled down to rest and discuss your next course of action.

Bart says: I read it.
Nefertari says: read what? hu?
Nefertari says: the box still says loading......
DM says: Ok, it might take a couple of more secs to load.
Nefertari says: it's said loading the whole time I've been on...
Nefertari says: I dunno if it's gunna load
DM says: I'll send a quick e-mail then ...
Bart says: It loaded fast here. Now it's reloading.
DM says: E-mail sent...
DM says: Did you get it Megan?
Nefertari says: what did you send it to?
Nefertari says: Ryous or Sirius
DM says: ryous_fav_gurlyahoo.com
Bart says: What?
DM says: (I just found out that the chat thingo won't show the 'at' symbol)
DM says: Putting the text in the picture viewer was supposed to fix this confusion at the beginning of the game when it wouldn't let me post the summary in chat!
DM says: I hope you got it Megan, but it basically just summarised the battle and said the Party returned to the temple where you were (mostly) healed.
Aleena says: "You all certainly seem to find trouble!"
Nefertari says: read
DM says: That should have been Alserra!
Nefertari says: *sits up and groans taking in surroundings*
DM says: You find yourself in a small windowless room, sparsly furnised. You companions all sit about the room, as does Kaesh and Alserra. Although, Luthien is laying down and appears to be recovering from an injury.
DM says: [Your companions... that should have read]
Kaesh says: "It seems that the island is better guarded than we had suspected."
Nefertari says: I take it we don't have the orb.
Bart says: We need to go back.
Nefertari says: I'm up to it.
Bart says: Luthien stays behind and heals up.
Alserra says: "Perhaps Kaesh, you should join them?"
Alaric[DM] says: "I should sit for a while and read through my notes to prepare another spell before we go."
Kaesh says: "This might be a chance to get some food into us before you explore the island again?"
DM says: [We can move past this bit, but Alaric should prepare another spell - he memorises the Magic Missile spell as before. If you do stay until he's done so, it will be approaching evening before you're set to leave].
Nefertari says: (X3 Magic Missile)
DM says: [he he, that's what it's called :)]
DM says: Are you ready to leave once Alaric has prepared his magic?
Bart says: yup
DM says: Before you go to leave Alserra takes some of the broth that you drank earlier, that seemed to revive your health, and puts the remainder of it into three small vials.
Alserra says: "Unfortunately, this is all that I have remaining. Use them wisely."
DM says: Heading back to the docks as the light is fading, you find that the bustling activity has passed. The river front is mostly empty now, but there are numerous boats moored at the docks.
DM says: [Did you want Kaesh to join you, by the way?]
Nefertari says: *yawns*
Nefertari says: (seems to me we need all the help we can get)
DM says: Ok, then. You need to find your way to the island, as before.
DM says: What would you like to do? Steal a boat as before?
Bart says: We could try a different wharf.
Nefertari says: (stealing makes everything better X3)
DM says: Looking up across the docks, there are several wharfs to choose from. All the sailors from earlier in the day have disappeared, no doubt to their homes or the local taverns. 
DM says: [You're where the blue dot is]
DM says: [Steal another boat???]
Bart says: I thought we would rest and heal overnight.
DM says: Ok, that's fine.
Nefertari says: (wish I could see the map..)
Bart says: Let's go next morning.
DM says: [It should load up]
DM says: So, the consensus is you're spending the night in the temple with Alserra and Kaesh to rest up and get some food?
Bart says: yes, I'm wounded.
DM says: Ok then.
Bart says: So is Bakta.
DM says: [I think that you all received some of Alserra's healing potion. So you're all mostly close to full health. But another night's rest will still heal and extra hp].
DM says: [...an extra...]
Bart says: Alaric needs sleep to use his spells.
Nefertari says: (screw it I'm not going to the Halloween party)
Bart says: Is it next morning?
DM says: [Quite right, I forgot about the need for a night's rest for Alaric] The night passes quickly and Alaric gets up early to study his magical texts.
DM says: It is now Holus (Tuesday), 9th day of Kaldoran, 353 AC
Bart says: I foget. What color are Alaric's robes?
DM says: Alaric "prefers to wear the more common sea clothes than the robes of a Recorder."
DM says: [There aren't the three orders like there are on Ansalon]
Bart says: My mistake.
DM says: The day is brighter than the previous days. But there is a strong breeze blowing from the West.
Bart says: Shall we proceed back to the island minus Luthien.
Nefertari says: that sounds like a plan)
DM says: After a breakfast of oatmeal and a flaggon of light mead, you are ready once more to head off to Theras Island.
DM says: It's still quite early in the morning and the town is slowly coming to life. 
DM says: There a few people out, but at the riverfront several traders and sailors are already busily at work.
DM says: [Now you return to the blue dot :)]
Bart says: Bakta. What was it that you did last time?
Nefertari says: (btw. if you have it. I need for you to email me all my info. my mom lost my playersheets when she cleaned up around the computer -__-U)
DM says: [Okay]
Nefertari says: (send it to sirius_blacks_daughter)
Bart says: What is _-U?
Nefertari says: (it's an anime sweatdrop)
Nefertari says: (I can't explain what emotion it signifys. you just kinda know when it's apropriate to use it after a while)
Nefertari says: (and you forgot the first eye - are the eyes _ is the mouth U is the sweatdrop)
Bart says: Mea culpa.
Bart says: I think Bakta grabbed a big sack or something last time.
DM says: There are several boats tied up a the wharf. 
DM says: [I've just sent a copy of Nef's PC information]
Nefertari says: *checks to see which would be the best one to take*
DM says: Some of the vessels are quite large river boats, used to trade goods up and down the Lenika River. However, there are three smaller rowing boats similar to the one the Party took the day before.
DM says: Two are tied up to the wharf you are standing before and you can see the other tied up the wharf to your left.
Bart says: Let's grab the better one on this wharf.
DM says: You look about, but no one seems to be paying your group much attention.
Nefertari says: which do you think we should take?
Bart says: Row, row, row your boat.
Nefertari says: (woops didn't see that last message)
Nefertari says: *rolls eyes*
DM says: 40(1d100)
Nefertari says: *gets into boat*
Bart says: 65(1d100)
Bart says: getting in
DM says: You all move across to the boat, but as you suspected the owner is not in sight and no one seems suspicious. Soon you are rowing out to the island.
Bart says: Repeat previous route.
DM says: It is not long before you're back to the ruins of an old, rotting wharf and the stone steps leading up onto the island.
DM says: The wind is carrying the strong scent of the herb, Anethum, that is growing wild among the weeds and bushes of the island.
Bart says: go ashore
DM says: Headind back the way you came, you scramble up the stone steps and look across the island to the ruins.
Nefertari says: *looks around*
Nefertari says: (need to edit info. Mana should be Zalika)
DM says: The island is treeless, but is covered in shrubs, weeds and a strong smelling herb. Towards the middle of the island are the ruins that the others party explored the previous day.
Bart says: I know NOTHING about anime.
DM says: [I'm just reorganising the map of the ruins]
Nefertari says: (still no load btw)
DM says: Hopefully it will load now...
DM says: Did it load up OK?
Bart says: Yes, I want to go back to where we fought before.
Nefertari says: (no...)
DM says: [Clif, you mean inside the building?
Nefertari says: think that's a smart idea. maby we should find a way that doesn't involve skeletal dogs...
Bart says: It should be clear now.
Bart says: Kaesh, what do you know about these buildings?
Kaesh says: "Not very much. I believe it was once where the town, in the dark years after the Cataclysm, kept its stores of food and weapons. It's been mostly abandoned, although it might have been re-used over the years for other purposes."
DM says: [Do you want to enter again?]
Nefertari says: *draws short sword just incase* I suppose we should go have a good look around.
Bart says: yup, with Bakta.
DM says: Entering the ruin you find it as before, with the remains of four skeletal dogs lying scattered across the floor.
Nefertari says: *examins the room*
Bart says: Let's finish exploring the first floor.
DM says: As you move inside, you see that the roof is almost gone and the floor is covered in old leaves and other general rubble. 
DM says: [That's the room you just entered. Do you want to explore the currently hidden area?]
Bart says: Certainly
Nefertari says: yes
DM says: An old door, which is slightly ajar, leads into a room containing a few old "curtains" of rotting hessian cloth hanging off the walls, a rusty old iron stove, and a mouldy old wooden stool. All about the floor lies decades of the rotten leaves and rubbish. 
Bart says: Let's go in and poke around.
Nefertari says: *enters room and looks around for anything of intrest, at the same time watching for traps*
DM says: Amane, your elven eyes notice that the floor at the front of the old stove appears to be recently disturbed.
Nefertari says: *heads over to it still watching for any traps and examins the spot*
DM says: You don't seem to find any traps. But you notice that although there has been an attempt to hide it with leaf litter, you see a very faint semicircular scrape along the flagstone floor radiating out from under the stove.
Bart says: Move the stove.
DM says: As you attempt to examine the stove further, you see movement from your left! A scruffy looking man, carrying a sword, attacks! He screams like some sort of lunatic at the top of his lungs, "Hith amuin alus!"
DM says: [er, that should have read 'right']
Nefertari says: *holds up own sword to block his* (er... what do I need to roll?)
DM says: The man, is shaking with rage! His eyes wide as he spits curses at you in a tongue you don't understand.
DM says: [Perhaps that might be a good place to end it today. Unless you want to press on with the battle? I don't mind]
Bart says: Can I attack with my hoopai?
DM says: Need to roll for initiative. But otherwise, yes.
Bart says: I Kender, speak Gnomish hithkel, Auric, Thenolian, common and Elvish. Do I understand?
DM says: Ah, yes. The man in spitting wear words at you in Thenolian! Interspersed with dark mutterings about Hith, the god of corruption and lies!
DM says: [that should have been "swear words"]
Bart says: I yell "we will not harm you in Thenolian."
DM says: He doesn't seem to hear you! He just keeps circling ready to attack!
Bart says: "Why are you attacking us?"
Nefertari says: *keeps sword up in defensive*
Brigand says: "Hith commands it!" 
Bart says: "Hith isn't here and we have no quarrel with Hith"
Brigand says: He laughs, "But Hith has a quarrel with you!"
Bart says: "What quarrel?"
Brigand says: The man shakes with rage, "Enough! Unbeliever!" With that the man lunges at you with his sword.
DM says: Roll initiative! 7(r1d10)
Bart says: Has Bakta moved in yet?
Bart says: 1(1d10)
DM says: There's not much room. He can join the battle next round.
Bart says: I was hoping he was paying attention.
Nefertari says: (do I need to roll as well?)
Bart says: Hail Reorx!
DM says: Yes, individual initiative. Roll 1d10.
Nefertari says: 7(1d10)
DM says: Ok, Bart then Amane and the man's actions are at the same time. The brigand will simply lunge at Bart.
Bart says: 2(1d20)
Bart says: oh!
DM says: Bart's shot flies very wide, but luckily he didn't fumble his weapon!
DM says: The man closes in on Bart 7(1d20)
DM says: But also slashes wide. His rage might be hampering his attack. Roll 1d20 to attack Nef.
Nefertari says: 14(1d20)
Bart says: much better
DM says: Your weapon digs into the man's side and he screams out in pain! Roll 1d6 for damage!
Nefertari says: 2(1d6)
DM says: The wound is slight however, and he swings around for another attack.
DM says: End of round one. 
DM says: Bakta now pushes his way into the room, while the other crowd around the door. The man continues his attack, more enraged than ever.
DM says: 7(1d10)
Bart says: 9(1d10)
DM says: Bakta's initiative 8(1d10)
DM says: Nef roll 1d10 too.
Nefertari says: 1(1d10)
Nefertari says: (sorry if I'm being a bit slow. I
Nefertari says: I'm also watching tv*)
DM says: Amane is the first to strike, then the man, then Bakta then Bart.
DM says: Make your attack Nef.
Nefertari says: 7(1d10)
Nefertari says: 20(1d20)
DM says: But your attack fails. The man turns on the ogre as he enters the room.
DM says: 11(1d20)
Nefertari says: (is my goal in an attack to be small numbers or large numbers...)
Nefertari says: (cause I hit 10 first and got a 7 but then a 20 of 20)
DM says: [Initiative is a d10 - that determines the order of combat and the lower you roll the better. Attacks are rolled with a d20, and you want the higher the better.]
DM says: Oh, yeah, I missed that. The first roll was on a d10. Your actual attack succeeded! Roll 1d6 damage!
Nefertari says: 1(1d6)
Nefertari says: (x.x gah!)
Bart says: another scratch
DM says: Gah, but once again you only slightly wounded your attacker!
DM says: The man's attack on Bakta, however, also hit home ... 
DM says: 5(1d6)
Bart says: eeekk
DM says: Doing some serious damage! The ogre bellows in anger and pain and brings his club swinging down at the enraged man!
DM says: 18(1d20)
DM says: And his club crunches home with a gut wrenching thud! 7(1d6+6)
DM says: Fatally wounded, the man clutches at something about his neck and whispers with his last breath, "Hith amuin alus." Looking you all straight in the eye his lips curl into a sneer as his body is engulfed by the familiar green, luminescent fire. He falls forward and his ashes and charred shards of bone scatter across the ground before you. 
Nefertari says: *glares at own blade* damn... I'm out of practice...
Bart says: Waste of skin.
Bart says: night, night
Nefertari says: aw... ok.
DM says: Yeah, good night over there!!!
Nefertari says: *sigh* night.
Bart says: Stay in touch.
Nefertari says: I'll see if I can convince my mom to let me get on the com to play dnd next weekend but no promices...
DM says: Ok, see you everyone!



